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One of the world's top

specialists has just
declared a cancer
breakthrough: 'TheSe
are the most stunning
results. The findings
are astonishing
beyond belief. A newS

age now begins:

We've heard it all
before - or have we?
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THOUSANDS of lives could be
saved each year with a groundbreaking test for major cancers.
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rlando Convention
Center. Florida: something big was about to
happen. Excitement at the world's biggest annual
cancer conference last month was palpable. Eight
thousand specialists had crowded into the main
auditorium for an unscheduled announcenieng
4,000 more spilt into adjacent hails where they
could watch on TV monitors.
On the podium was Professor George Sledge,
the chairman of the education committee of the
American Society of Clinical Oncology
(Asco, widely regarded as the world's leading
spokesperson for the science of cancer
He had summoned the delegates to announce
that a drug called Herceptin had achieved a
dramatic reduction in breast-cancer deaths.
The results were part ofan international study
called Hera, involving 5,000 women.

The study began in 2001 and is being conducted
in 39 countries, including Britain. Hercepein,
Sledge said, had achieved a 46% reduction in the
risk of recurrence of the early stage of' an
aggressive breast cancer affecting 25% of
women. Recent trials have shown similar results
in women with an advanced stage of the
condition. He continued: "These are the most
stunning results in a clinical trial in my entire
professional career." The findings, he vent, were
"astonishing beyond belief Biology has spoken,
we should listen.., a new age now begins".
After the figures were read out by the Belgian
lead investigator. Dr Martine Piccart. there was a
five-minute standing ovation. The significance is
indeed stunning. Nearly 10% ofwomen will
develop breast cancer during their lifetimes. Each
year, more than a million new cases are
diagnosed worldwide, with a death rate ofnearly
400,000 per year. In Britain, breast cancer is the
commonest cancer, though it is rare in men.
Over 100 new cases are diagnosed each day. It
remains the third commonest cause ofcancer
death, with around 13,000 victims each year. The
Hera result suggests that the lives of2,800
women could be saved each year by Herceptin.

The Orlando audience, hype-tigued by
years ofpromises ofmagic-bullet cures in the
pipeline, was powerflully convinced. Each cancer
specialist worthy of the name knows that the
science behind Herceptin is being applied in
laboratories around the world in the hope of
transforming treatment notjust ofbreast cancer
but also ofcancers of the lung, prostate, stomach
and ovary and leukaemia.
The strategy in scientific terms, is to identify
molecular targets for cancer therapy. Hercepein,
like another leading cancer drug Glivec, is
designed to activate or deactivate exquisitely
complex molecular interactions in the body

'We can tame
cancer
in the same
way that
we tamed Aids
in the First

World by
focusing.

science and

funding at it'

he new scanners and

rugs that could
ave millions of lives
Left: aCT scan
of a cancerous
lung tumour,
PetetT scanners
(above and
right) show

eater detail.

creating an entire new group of cancer
treatments. Herceptin works by interfering with
one of the ways in which cancer cells divide and
grow Givec, used to treat chronic myeloid
leukaemia and a rare stomach cancer, works by
blocking signals within cancer cells and
preventing a series of chemical reactions that
cause the cells to grow and divide. Like
Herceptin, it could work for other types of
cancer, including cancer of the prostate.
This year's Asco meeting attracted a record
25,000 cancer experts, filling up the hotels of
Orlando which normally play host to Disney
World tourists. They had jetted in from all parts
of the world to meet and greet collaborators who
normally correspond by e-mail. Year after year
they have been returning to their clinics and
laboratories increasingly daunted by the
ever-expanding evidence of cancer's hideous
complexities. But this year was different
We were wimessing, I heard more than one
delegate say "a paradigm shift", the phrase first
employed by the philosopher Thomas Kuhn to
describe how science progresses by long
periods ofstability punctuated by a revolution,
after which nothing is the same again.
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orig the optimists was Professor Ian Smith,
der of the British group in the Hen study and
ead ofthe breast-cancer umt at the Royal
larsden hospital at Chelsea and Sutton. A
keerful man with a riotous thatch ofgreying
ñy hair, he has an inside track on the Hera
ults. He said that HEGF (human epidermal
bwth factor) is a protein that occurs naturally
the body Sometimes it attaches itseWto
other protein (Her2) on the surface of breastncer cells.When this happens it makes the cells
Sc and grow. Herceptin, developed in the
boratories of the pharmaceutical company
enentech. blocks this process by attaching itself
ithe Her2 protein so that the epidermal growth
rtor cannot reach the breast-cancer cells. This
ops the cells from dividing and growing The
)mpound also stimulates the body's own
unune cells to help destroy the cancer cells.
'hatwe need to do," says Smith, 'are special
tibody tests of all breast-cancer patients at
agnosis to determine everyone who could
nefit from such treatment."
Behind the Herceptin story are developments
medical science that have been a long time
ming. As Dr Charles Sawyers ofthejonsson

flgures3a .
CT and Pet scans. It is
these fused Images
(figures 31 that give
the most complete

information on cancer
location and
metabolism. Inset:
Herceptin, the
drug that could
: eliminate the
need for
chemotherapy
..

and

radiotherapy If
cancer is
detected at
Q!aII7 stage

Comprehensive Cancer Center in LA told a
session at Orlando, it had taken 40 years, from
the earliest work on a single chromosome
(a structure within any cell containing DNA,
encoding genetic information inherited from
onc's parents), to bring compounds like
Glivec and Herceptin to the clinic. The
interveningyears had seen advances in the study
ofpure biology at the microscopic level in
parallel with advances in genetics. The $3 billion
human genome project (which identified the
sequence of all the genes in the human
organism) was completed in 2001. The task of
linking these genes to the risk of cancer is
ongoing but hugely complex and problematic.
Ofthe 30,000 genes revealed in the project,
many are novel with no resemblance to a
gene of known function.
One of the biggest tasks facing biologists is to
predict the 3-D structure of the proteins that
arise from DNA instructions. It has not been
plain sailing. The theory behind antibody
therapy for example, looked straightfoard at
the outset. Our natural antibodies are the first
line of defence against invading antigens or
infections. Our immune system is composed of a

vast library of these antibodies vhich are
attracted to the invaders: each antibody grasps a
specific target while alerting the rest of the
system to the nature of the intruder. The idea is
to design appropriate antibodies precisely
to target antigens produced by tumours, and to
inject them into the bloodstream to do battle.
The long progress to new rationalised drugs
for cancer, such as Herceptin, Glivec, Erbitux (for
colon and rectum) and Ritux (for non-Hodgkin's
lymphorna) contrasts dramatically with the way
in which chemotherapy was discovered.
Chemotherapy, a cytotoxic (meaning that it kills
cells), is the traditional treatment ofchoice to
combat the spread ofcancer. It was discovered as
an unsuspected side effect ofmustard-gas
weapons on people who happened to be
suffering from cancer ofthe lymph nodes. En
some cases, a gas dose, which normally caused
blindness and imploding lungs, temporarily
destroyed the cancer. it became the basis of
variations ofcheniotherapies that tend to kill
cancerous cells, and destroy healthy ones too,
while damaging the immune system in the
process. The side effects are the fear of all cancer
sufferers: nausea, hair loss, skin afflictions. )))±
23
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Today chemotherapy is more sophisticated and
accurate in targeting cancer cells, but too often
the more aggressive cells hibernate and return
with a vengeance. Most scientists working
with the new inhibitors and monoclonal
antibody treatments acknowledge they will be
used in combination with chemotherapy for
years yet. The art is to get the combinations right.
Another speaker at Orlando was Professor
Paul Workman, a biochemist by training who
directs the Institute of Cancer Research at
Sutton. He has 170 scientists working with him,
an army of geneticists, molecular biologists and
bjochermsts. He works in conjunction with units
like the Sanger Institute in Cambridge, and
collaborates with leading drug companies. He

survivor of the disease, but also a survivor of the
shed loads ofabsolute rubbish that is talked
about cancer which has made myjourney harder
than it needed to be:' Her hook is comparable in
harrowing power to Susan Sontag's Illness as
Metaphor and Aids as Its Metaphors, which
tnsists that cancer is too appalling to invite idle
hypotheses of any description. Cancer is also too
serious for loose talk about science "winning the
cancer war'ç unless it is absolutely true.
Most cancer scientists admit that the war will
never be won. But if cancer becomes "chronic" it
will go a long way towards dispelling its uniquely
malignant reputation, along with its consequent
terror and stina, which are as much a part of the
suffering as the pain and fear ofdeath. And the
cancer specialists had better be right, for there is,
as Kate Carr eloquently argued, too much at
stake for more flilse promises. And if there is to
be a new class ofdrugs arid associated tests that
mean the transformation of cancer front mass
killer to routine chronic disease, we must ask
whether the new treatments will be available for
all, and for every kind of cancer.
Arresting the disease, and improving the
percentage survival rates beyond five years, then
10 years, is crucial to claims about the
transformation of cancer to "chronic" status.
Survival rates vary greatly between different
forms ofcancer. For example, 3% of sufferers
with rare cancer of the pancreas survive beyond
five years; and 13% of sufferers with stomach
cancer survive beyond five years - whereas
sufferers ofcancer of the testis have a 95%
survival rate. The hope is that the survival rate of
breast-cancer sufferers (currently 77%) will rise
to match that of cancer of the testis.

tells me in a reassuring buttered-toast Cumbrian
accent: "This is an extraordinary time in this
field. We're approaching a point, in five or six
years time, when cancer will become a chronic
disease Eke diabetes or high blood pressure."
We've heard this sort of thing before: from
Paul Workman himself but mainly in the form
ofpromissory notes from the pharmaceutical
industry which is spending up to £4 billion a
year in research and development on biological
strategies for cancer and which bombards
investors with good-news blandishments. So is it
finally true? And what does it mean for cancer to
become a chronic rather than a killer disease?
The significance of what happened in
Orlando last month - ifProfessor Sledge's claims
stand up - goes to the heart of that overworked
phrase,"paradigm shift". Is our understanding of
cancer about to be revolutionised from the lab
bench right through to the hospital ward and the
clinic? In the case of Herceptin and its
companion drugs, there is now evidence of
significant clinical change even before the drugs
So what is so different about the effect of
come on stream, ofwhich more later.But the
Herceptin and similar drugs? How can they
cultural and psychological consequences in
transform cancer into chronic illness? The nature
prospect arejust as profound, ifnot more so.
of'hronic" as opposed to imminently lifeThey amount to a dramatic shift in our notion
threatening can be seen clearly in the case of
of why we have cancer, how we experience it,
prostate cancer, which mainly occurs in aged
socially and psychologically, and the prospects for
men (most men over 80 have a slow or dormant
survival. We all know about smoking unwise
form of the disease). Doctors talk of such cancers
sunbathing alcoholism, lack of exercise and poor
as being either pussycats or aggressive and
diet. But down the years, the causes of cancer
invasive tigers. (In 2000, 27,000 men were
have included cultural, social, and even moral
diagnosed with prostate cancer, and 10,000 met'
perspectives. W H Auden proclaimed in a
died of the disease. Survival rate beyond five
hideous poem tided Miss Gee that sexual
years was reckoned to be 65%.) The pussycat - a
repression can be the culprit. Norman Mailer
milder cancer svill linger without causing
cited America's moral decay - "cancer gulch'
much trouble to a man, and he will probably die
The late Ted Hughes insisted that his bowel
of something else. his therefore "chronic". The
cancer resulted from a failure to stick to poetry, as
key to the new drugs, combined with traditional
ifhe had failed to rake his broccoli. Hence cancer
methods, is to tame clinically as many aggressive
can be your own fault, even ifyou've never
cancers as possible. In psychological terms, for
smoked or had a drink in your life. Cancer's
patients, it's the difference between being
malignancy a curse that invariably if not
released from prison on a tagging system, and
inevitably ends in death, infects the way patients
remaining on death row under threat of
are regarded, and how they regard themselves.
sudden execution.
Lastyear, Kate Carr,a formercolleague on this
The paradigm shift to cancer as chronic
magazine, died of breast cancer. Her book about
disease is already involving radical changes in the
her illness, It's Not Like That, Actually was
clinic. The traditional methods oftreatment are
published posthumously In the seventh year of
the tripartite strategies known with mordant
her survival she wrote: "I am a cancer survivor, a
irony as "slash, burn and poison": surgery,

*****

Thanks to better screening, the number of death
from cancer has decreased in the past 20 years
Lung cancer is the biggest killer in men and worn

HOW THE DISE
Dr Johanna Lohn on the 0115
Charting the long-term stages of cancer has been
crucial to our understanding of the disease and how
to treat it biologically as well as with surgery,
radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Cancer of the howe
for example - the fourth most common form of the
condition worldwide - is believed to result from
mutations in genes that regulate bowel tissue. For
most people, these mutations occur spontaneously.
A healthy bowel is lined with cells that have two
functions. One is to produce mucin, which lubricatei
the passage of the faeces; the other is to absorb
water, so the liquid faeces become more solid by the
time they reach the rectum. As the faeces move
through the bowel, they rub away surface cells on th
lining. To overcome this problem, the bowel surface
contains well-like holes known as crypts. Cells at the
bottom of the crypt divide to replace the cells lost
from the surface. As they form, they after to become
mucin-producing cells or water-absorbing cells. The:
do this by receiving signals from the tissue on which
they are sitting, which tells them about their locatioi
as they move up the crypt. The signals are received

receptors, rather like television aerials, which exist
on the surface of the cell.
If one of the genes sends messages that disrupt
the regulation of the cells in the crypt, they can
become faulty, affecting the entire crypt. The crypt
still a long way from being cancerous, but one of its
cells might develop another fauft, perhaps in one of
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nvel cancer
enes controlling cell division. As well as the cells
ling chaotically at the bottom of the crypt, they
begin to divide right up the side and onto the
ace of the bowel, where they bubble up to form a
p. This is not yet a cancer, as the cells are still
ing the rules of territory. Cell biologists, working

laboratory with mice, have managed to switch
gene known as APC so as to replicate this

ess of irregular cell division and its increasing
ations. They have observed the point when

rrnally dividing cells fail to die when they should
death is a crucial aspect of healthy normal
. And if one of these immortal cells in the polyp
jires another genetic fault with the capacity of
siveness, it will break out into other parts of the
c This characteristic of aggressive invasiveness,
immortality, constitutes the deadly nature of
er proper. The cells begin to migrate through
pall of the bowel and out to the lymph nodes. if
ells get into the blood they travel into organs
he liver and lungs, and into the bones, clogging,
ierating and destroying the normal function of
ody and becoming life-threatening.
this natural history of cancer, and a
ghtforward version of it, could take two or
decades to develop. How does it begin? There
long been epidemiological suggestions that
of fibre or excess of red meat in the diet is to
je. However, the expert jury is still out.

radiotherapy and chemotherapy Here is a typical
treatment case, with a twist that illustrates the
distance measured from the traditional to the
promised new approach. Frances Wilrnot,
a librarian who was operated on for appendicitis
in 1998, at the age of4l, tells me: 'A young
registrar came to see me after the op. She said
something unusu1 had turned up. I guessed
what from the look on her &ce?' A malignant
tumour was spotted on her inflamed appendix.
Frances was referred to Addenbrooke's
hospital in Cambridge. After an ultrasound test
and a physical examination, ovarian cancer was
diagnosed She was operated on a week later
'They found tumours as far down as the bowel
and up into my diaphragm," says Frances. "They
got most ofit, but not all. Chemotherapy was
inevitable. I was in shock, but the worst was the
lack ofinformation. I wanted to know how long
I'd been suffering from the disease, but nobody
was prepared to even guess." She was also upset
by the lack of interest in the causes. Frances does
not smoke or drink, had always been fit, ate
healthily walked and danced regularly But the
clinicians said, "We don't do causes."

The next month, December 1998, Frances
began a four-month course of taxatere
chemotherapy Before being discharged she was
told thai only 15% ofovarian-cancer patients
with her grade and stage of tumour survive
beyond five years. Having suMved nearly seven
now, she regards herself as fortunate. But she is
not complacent: "The fact that I have beaten the
odds by two years doesn't mean i'm in the clear?'
Frances has received no further treatment to
prevent the return of the disease. Like most other
cancer sufferers, she realises that there is
no cure. But in the seven years since she
contracted her cancer, clinicians at hospitals like
Addenbrooke's no longer say: 'We dont do

treatmentj'
causes?' Causes - involving genetics, molecular
biology familial and a host ofenvironniental
factors - are moving from the science labs and
statisticians' computers into the wards.

One in three people in the industrialised West
will contract a form of cancer in their lifetime.
About 7.8m new cases were officially diagnosed
worldwide in 1990. This year the figure
stands at 1 Om. Owing to increased longevity
environmental factors, sophisticated diagnosis
and registration procedures, that figure is set to
double by 2020. Worldwide, according to new
figures published by Cancer Research UK,
breast and lung cancer have doubled since 1975.
According to the latest statistics, although
deaths from cancer have decreased in the past 10
years, the disease is responsible for a quarter of all
deaths in Britain. In 2002 it claimed the lives of
155,180 people. Lung cancer accounted for the
largest number ofdeaths, at 33,602; then bowel
cancer, at 16,220. In men, 9,973 died ofprostate
cancer. Despite the increasing incidence of the
disease, from 1993 to 2002 the gross mortality
rates for cancer fell by 13.5% for men and 9.8%
for women. Mortality from breast cancer in the
UK has fallen from 15,625 in 1989 to 12,838 in
2002, indicating a 28% decrease. The reduction
is due to several causes, including better
screening, improved care, and the widespread
adoption oftamoxifen since 1992. But these
reductions hardly ment the claim that cancer is
becoming a "chronic" disease. It remains a mass
killer that indiscriminately hits the young and
the old, the rich and the poor, the sick
and the fit, in their many tens ofthousands
annually: So are these devastating realities about
to change? Are the scientists about to deliver?
Professor Bruce Ponder, an athletic-looking
man in his sixties, is one of the contributors W* 25
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to the discovery of the BRCAI and BRCA2
breast-cancer genes. He heads the Cambridge
Oncology Centre, set to become one of the
largest cancer-research sites in Europe, with 500
scientists. On his walls are plans for an array of
laboratories that will eventually interface with
the Sanger Institute for genetics and the cancer
unit in Addenbrooke's hospital Ponder does not
slip easily into hype or loose exaggeration: he
tellsyou how it is. "Cancer," he says, "can no
longer be described in a linear step-by-step
fashion. We have come a long way in the past
two decades, and what we see is dauntingly
complex. It's like walking on a waterbeth resolve
one problem and five or six others pop up
somewhere else. It is not one disease, it's
hundreds. There are a dozen or more different
kinds ofbreasc cancer alone."

A crucial dimension ofhis strategy has been to
create a physical interface between the hospital
d the laboratories. "I have raised a budget of
S3m a yeai" he says, "to ensure the clinicians
have time to do the underlying science in
collaboration with full-time researchers. We also
have the opportunity to bring many disciplines
to bear on the study of cancer, including
mathematics, physics, chemistry engineermg
computer science, statistics, pharmacology..
Tins multi-dimensional approach, with a view
to bringing a new focus on the disease and
treatments, will connect more directly and earlier
with the patients on the wards and in the clinics.
When specialists like Ponder speak of a cancer's
"natural history", they contrast it with the healthy
body. Knowledge ofthe molecular biology of the
human body in health has been expanding for
20 years. So has our knowledge of cancer. The
growth of a cancer has a different path of
development from that of the healthy body It is
an alien accumulation of cells that lies low,
mutating again and again, often without obvious
symptoms and before spreading out and seizing
its prey the healthy cells and organs ofour bodies.
"A defining characteristic of cancer is its slow
pace of development," says Ponder. "Studies of
the link between lung cancer and the increase of
smoking in women, for example, reveal a lag of
three decades between an increase in the habit
and a marked rise in lung cancer. This time span
reflects the accumulation ofmultiple biological
and genetic events, maybe seven or eight
interrelated occurrences over a period of years?'
As he says this, I have the impression of failsafe devices going wrong in an aircraft. Many
genetic mechanisms, lie says, have to go wrong,
severally and together, before the system begins
to faiL "Cancers are commoner in old people,"
says Ponder, "not so much because they're more
susceptible, but because there is a time lag in the
occurrence ofa set of abnormal events in cells
sufficient to cause damage to the DNA - the
instructions that regulate normal organisation of
cells and tissues?'

Traditional choices ofcancer treatment have
been between localised therapy, designed to
remove a tumour at the site where it has appeared,

such as the bowel or breasq and systemic therapy,
combating the spread throughout the body.
Local treatment - surgery or radiotherapy - is
appropriate where the cancer is confined to a
particular organ or area. Systemic treatment chemotherapy - is used when the cancer has
spread. When deciding on traditional therapy,
cancer specialists have taken two perspectives
into accoune "the stage'; meaning how far the
cancer has progressed from localised to invasive
cancex-, and "the grade", meaning the degree of
aggressiveness of the cancer. The grading process
helps the specialist calculate the likelihood of
spread. "You may not be able to see the spread,
because the effects are too small; but you can tell
from the grading ofthe primary tumour as to the
likelihood that it has done so," says Ponder. "In
this case you'd treat the patient as ifthe spread
had occurred, as a kind ofinsurance policy?'
At the same time, specialists devising strategies
for screening, treating and preventing cancer
have considered influential factors. There arc

remarkable new lot. A new generation CT-Pet
scanner, working in 3-D and colour-coded,
allows specialists to locate rumours for surgery
and radiotherapy as well as assess the benefits of
chemotherapy. An advanced surgical robot can
now be used for delicate tumour operations.
The surgeon sits at a console and operates the
robot by remote control. In prostatectomy
operations, to combat early cancer of the
prostate, the machine can reduce patient time in
hospital from a week to two days, and
dramatically reduce blood loss from a litre to a
couple ofhundred milhlitres. It also avoids
damaging nerves around the prostate, reducing
the risk ofincontinence and impotence.
A huge problem with radiotherapy has been
accurately targeting the dose when the tumour
has spread beyond the confines of surgery. This
presents great difficulties, because every woman's
breast is a different 3-D shape; it is important not
to over-treat, and equally crucial not to undertreat. Radiotherapists have adapted a scanner that

'It is an extraordinary
time. In five or six years
Professor
Paul Workman

Cancer will become
a chronic disease, like
high blood pressure'

well-known external influences that can reduce
incidence: such as givtng up smoking avoiding
ultraviolet light, and screening for certain viruses.
Then there are internal factors, such as the action
ofhormones, like oestrogen and androgen, that
affect the speed with which mutated cells
develop further abnormality. The female
reproductive hormone oestrogen, for example, is
a driver of breast cancer, and tamoxifen is
prescribed to lower its action. A driver for
prostate cancer is androgen. which can also be
reduced by drugs.
Another factor involves a tendency for healthy
cells to assist the growth of cancer cells. For
example, blood vessels sometimes form at the
site ofa tumour to stimulate the growth of the
irregular cells that are sending out signals for
nutrients to aid their proliferation. At the same
time, increased knowledge ofan inherited
susceptibility - identifiable genes for particular
cancers - has enabled scientists to identify "at
risk" groups ofthe population. In the case of the
gene for thyroid cancer, clinicians recommend
removal of the thyroid before it causes trouble.
The standard surgery and radiotherapy
treatments have remained unchanged in recent
years. but there have been continued
improvements in the basic strategies. Walking
through a cancer unit like the Royal Marsden in
Chelsea and at Sutton, one sees evidence of

targets doses on individual breast shapes with
exquisite accuracy Another advance in surgery is
a tiny microwave probe designed in Britain by
the company Microsulis. It works on the
principle of heating cancer cells to a certain level
where they die, leaving healthy cells unaffected.

However, none of the improvements in
technolog or the refinements in cytotoxic
chemotherapeutic drugs, have brought the
disease to a state that could be described as
chronic: meaning an incurable disease that can be
managed by medication, with a reasonable hope
of survival through a natural life span.
The key to that new hope is to be seen in a
new unit known as the Oak Ward at the Royal
Marsden's Sutton branch, which opened earlier
this year. The atmosphere of the unit combines
the comforts of a bright hotel lobby with a
regular ward, but without the bustle and noise.
There is a smart reception area, with a room for
day patients, bays for hospital beds, an isolation
unit, and a hospice area for long-stay patients.
The Oak Ward is designed to be a hospital ward,
just like any other, but it is also the focus of
Europe's largest cancer-drug development
centre. It enables 200 cancer patients, suffering
from every form of the disease, to take part in
trials ofbiological treatments like Herceptin
while being resident, or an outpatient, in a))),')
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hospital setting. It could be the model of
specialised cancer units for the future. For the
compledtv of cancer and its resistance to a cure
indicate there will never be a time when your
doctor will give you a simple test for the disease
and write out a single magic-bullet prescription.
Professor Stan Kaye, the head ofthe unit, is a
cal].. besuited man with a calm consultant's
bedside manner. He does not talk cure.s but is
convinced that rationalised drugs produced in
close proximity to patients in trials are the way
fonvard. 'We are well ahead ofany similar sites in
the US, like tile Sloan-Kettering" he says. "Our
focus is on discovering drugs that control the
disease, help increase life expectancy, minimise
side effects and maximise the quality of life.
Some of the trials involve completely new
agents; others involve known cancer drugs being
tested in combination with new compounds."
Then he conies to the nub of the new
designer-drug strategy. "We're doing a lot of
work with molecular-targeted chemicals that are
selected to act on specific cancer cell signals to
halt their growth. We're also addressing the issue
of drug resistance when a patient no longer
responds to treatment."
The good news is that the strategy that
produced Herceptin, and is being tested on a
range of drugs and types of cancers, appears to be
working. But there is also cause for concern.
Constantly popping in and out of the ward are

top clinicians who are also scientists in their own
right. DrJohan de Bono, a stocky man ofMaltese
birth with a Glaswegian accent, buttonholed me
on his own speciality: prostate cancer. He has 20
compounds lined up to put into trials, but
reminds rue that bringing a drug to market
nowadays, given the hoops that pharmaceutical
companies mustjump through, can cost up to
£500m. He adds that of every 100 drugs on the
drawing board, only one tends to make it to
market. De Bono also makes another telling
comment "We can tame cancer the same way we
tamed Aids in the first world with anti-rerroviral
treatments, by focusing science and funding at it."
Another consultant, Professor Andy Pearson,
who heads the children's cancer unit at the Royal
Marsden, is as enthusiastic as his colleagues about
developments. But he warns of a danger de Bono
has raised by implication. "We have a situation,"
he tells me, '\vhere some 75% ofchildren's
cancers are cured by traditional methods. You
zap the cells and they tend not to come back
because of the youth of the patient. This means
there may not be the commercial incentive to
put drugs through the massive development
costs necessary for the remaining 25%, as there is
no prospect afa decent return."
The problem, well known in the realm of
pharmaceutical development, is that of"orphan
drugs", which can only be solved by the
generosity of charities, big pharmaceutical
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companies, and governments. By the same toke
as with expensive retroviral medicines, there isa
danger that the benefits of new cancer
treatments will be concentrated in prosperous
countries and comrnunities,just as First World
cancers begin to expand in the Third World. It is
no secret that the tobacco industry has begun to
concentrate its marketing into Africa (giving
away free cigarettes to the young), where the
stnoking habit has not yet taken offand lung
cancer is still virtually unknown.

Dc Bono and Pearson have also raised crucial
questions about the fate of patients who have not
been lucky enough to get into trials at sites such
as the Royal Marsden. The links between the
larger teaching hospitals that specialise in cancer
treatment, and oncology units like the Royal
Marsclen are constantly improving and
coniputerised exchange ofinforinadon should
make scientific expertise widely accessible at a
distance. But there are doubts as to whether the
benefit ofdrugs like Herceptin will be available
to the wider population of breast-cancer patients
While there are tests available at a cost ofL5O to
establish if a breast tumour shows Her2 positive,
only 33% ofwomen are being offered them.
According to the pharmaceutical company

Roche, nearly one-quarter ofbreast-cancer
sufferers die without ever having had a Her2 test
conducted.
Some centresPDFCompressor
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to put drugs through the
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costs necessary'

imption that it would be less costly to wait
ila patient progresses to metastatic disease to
lertake the test. Herceptin will be available at
nce for all patients early next year. but some
ti-es may wait for a decision from the
eminent medicine expenditure regnlator
;e (National Institute for Clinical Excellence).
C19,500 per year, it is expensive, and ifNice
ows its current timescale, a decision may not
Eorthcoming until 2009.
or Dr Martine Piccart, a lead investigator of
worldwide Hera study on Herceptin, there
no ifs or buts. "In advanced breast cancer," she
I in Orlando, "Herceptin has demonstrated
nt prolongs patients' lives. To see such
ressive results with Herceptin in early-stage
ast cancer... is a major breakthrough in the

treatment ofthis aggressive disease." She went on
to say that every woman who had breast cancer
should be tested to see ifshewas I-Ier2 positive,
and if so, she should have Herceptin after surgery
and with other chemotherapy.
For a breast-cancer sufferer, the issue of
Herceptin is emphatically one of: can I get the
test? and will T get the drug?Jill Askam is a
43-year-old former executive in the clothing
industry. She discovered a swelling under her
armpit in October 2002 and was diagnosed with
an aggressive breast cancet Throughout her
treatment she insisted on "taking charge", as
much as she could, ofdecisions about her
treatment. She studied the latest developments
01) the internet and was not afraid to ask for what
she wanted. She insisted on being referred to the

Royal Marsden in preference to her GP's first
hospital choice, and consequently had her
mastectomy a month earlier. She asked to go on
the Hera trial, and when she was told that her
tumour was not Her2 positive (having been told
originally that it was), she insisted on having the
test again. It came back positive (part of the
tumour proved positive, part neganve and she
squeezed into the Hera trial days before it closed.
She was chosen by random selection to take the
drug rather thanjoin the observation group.
After a year on Herceptin,Jill tells me she feels
well, and confident "The confidence comes
from knowing that treatments like Herceptin are
working for many women with aggressive breast
cancers. So it also comes from knowing that I've
had the best that's available."
Jill's confidence sounds more like someone
dealing and managing a chronic illness, rather
than a patient "fighting" against the odds. Not all
women have her determination, however, and
there was a large measure of luck in her being
accepted on a trial.
For no the good news from Orlando seems
destined to give confidence to cancer sufferers at
a future date rather than today Transforming
cancer into a chronic disease isjust a promise for
the majotir); but it's a realistic one. Meanwhile, if
Herceptin is only half as good as the trials
suggest, it should be available, like the Her2.test,
for every woman for whom it brings benefit
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